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Cork is a natural, renewable, sustainable raw material that has been used for many centuries. As a
result of this very long term interest, the scientific literature on cork is extensive. The present
review focuses on the chemical composition, physical and mechanical properties of cork and on
its products and sub-products. The substantial efforts to fully characterise cork, as well as new
developments and evolving research, are reviewed, beginning with its histology, growth and
morphology (at macro- and microscales). The chemical structure is analysed in detail, covering
both the materials that form the wall structure and the low molecular weight, extractable
components. The unique properties of cork are discussed and correlated with current knowledge
on morphology and chemical structure. Finally, the important industrial applications of cork are
reviewed, in the context of research to provide cork with novel, high added-value applications.
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Introduction
Cork is the bark of the oak (Quercus suber L.) which is
periodically harvested from the tree, usually every 9–12
years, depending on the culture region. Quercus suber L.
is the botanical name for a slow growing, evergreen oak
that flourishes only in specific regions of the Western
Mediterranean (Portugal, Spain, Southern France, part
of Italy, North Africa) and China.1–7 This tree requires a
great deal of sunlight and a highly unusual combination
of low rainfall and somewhat high humidity. Europe has
about 60% of the total production area (cork forests)
and produces more than 80% of the world’s cork.2
Portugal is the major cork producer and processes about
three-quarters of all the cork. The quality and thickness
of the bark vary according to a tree’s specific growth
conditions.3,7
Morphology
The cork tree has a remarkable capacity to create
suberose tissue from its inner bark. This tissue, formed
specifically by the phellogen of the cork oak (the tissue
responsible for the formation of new cells), derives its
name from the Latin suber (5cork). The life cycle of the
cork oak produces three qualities of suberose tissue:
virgin cork; reproduction cork from the second strip-
ping; and reproduction cork from subsequent strips.2
The thickest suberose layer is generally formed in the
growing cycle following cork extraction, after which the
cork produced per year diminishes progressively until
the next extraction.1,4–6
Histology and cytology
Cork (or phellem, the botanical designation of this
vegetable tissue) is a protective layer of suberised dead
cells, formed from phellogen tissue. The phellogen has
meristematic (cell generation) capacity. After cellular
division, the new cells do not have their final dimensions
and subsequently undergo growth in the protoplasm
(cellular interior); in this way phellogenic tissue con-
tinues to thicken and the tree perimeter increases. Tissue
growth ceases in winter and starts again at the beginning
of the spring. The phellogenium period is April–
October; the winter standstill is manifested in highly
visible dark zones, marking off the phellem produced
each year (Fig. 1). The annual addition of phellogenic
layers corresponding to lenticular evolution, determines
the definition of lenticular channels (radial and oriented
pores) where the oxygenation of meristematic tissue
takes place.7,8 The main function of meristematic tissue
is mitosis (cellular division); these cells are small, thin-
walled and with no specialised features. Cork acts as a
barrier between the atmosphere and the cortex of the
stem, and lenticels serve as mass transfer channels for
water and gases.9 The phellogenic tissue of cork oak is
active throughout the tree’s life.2
The cell membranes formed are very thin, devoid of
lines of communication from cell to cell, and are mostly
formed by suberin, lignin and cellulose.10–13 Internally,
cells contain cerin crystals and fridelin, as well as
amorphous material and a large quantity of gas or air
that is not expelled by the compression of the tissue
(Fig. 2).1
The effects of cork removal on the tree include
increased water loss from the exposed surface, which
may induce a decrease in stomatal activity4,7,9 (reducing
the biological activity of the tree) and the death of the
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newly exposed inner bark tissues with subsequent
formation of a traumatic periderm starting approxi-
mately 30 days after cork extraction. Tree growth
(wood) is also affected by cork extraction with a
considerable decrease in ring width and a disturbed
anatomy.5,14
In cork oak, radial and axial growth starts simulta-
neously in early spring. Leaf flushing occurs at the
beginning of spring and again in autumn if the
environmental conditions allow it.15–17 Cork extraction
is done when growth is highest (summer), when the
phellogen is in full meristematic activity allowing easy
separation of the cork layers.
Macroscopic morphology
The natural cork bark passes through several selections
and manipulations. After collection, the first step is to
put the planks in water vapour. This relaxes the cork cell
walls and so allows straightening of the bent planks.
Cork intended for stoppers is visually inspected and
selected to guarantee the best appearance and proper-
ties. After extraction from these planks, the stoppers are
further manually or automatically selected. Stoppers for
top quality wines undergo another, finer selection.
Selection is essentially based on external surface
analysis.18,19
Cork trees are harvested, every 9 or 10 years (Fig. 3),
after they reach 25 cm in diameter. After the harvest,
the trees will be left to re-grow their bark, which takes
about another 9 years. There is a significant difference
between the first harvest, and the third and successive
harvests.1,4,7,20
Virgin cork is irregular in structure, thickness and
density, and is hard-rough; it is crumbly and can be used
only for cork board, insulation, gaskets, shoe soles,
etc.21
First reproduction cork (taken at least 9 years later) is
more regular than virgin, but is of insufficient quality for
cork stoppers.5 By this harvest, the cork has a smooth,
unblemished bark. The best quality reproduction cork is
termed ‘amadia’.6,22 Only second reproduction cork is
used for cork stopper production, while all types of cork
can be used for agglomerates.
The quality of cork is carefully monitored from field
production to industrial processing23 and is critical in
determining adequacy for stopper production and the
economic value of cork planks and end products.1,6,22
All cork must be boiled before working to make it more
pliable, and to fully expand the lenticels. Initially, the
cork cells are collapsed and wrinkled, but after boiling
(for about 1 h), the interior gas in the cells expands to
create a very tight, uniform cell structure,6,21 as
described below.
Once the boiled, expanded, flat cork has dried to 20%
moisture content, it is ready to be worked. To achieve
the quality demanded by winemakers,21 the corkwood
must have very few defects and be consistent in colour,
texture and thickness (Fig. 4).19 Most of the sorting is
done by hand into classes according to quality, thickness
and size.5
Microscopic morphology
The cellular structure of cork is well known6,15,24–26 and
cork tissue has retained a special place in the history of
plant anatomy. Hooke1 was the first to examine thin
1 Schematic representation of axial section of cork oak
tree; (A) cork (suberose tissue), (B) subero-phellogenic
change, (C) phellogenium, (D) liber tissue, (E) liber-
wood change, (F) wood, (G) bark, (H) lenticular chan-
nels, (I) area for stopper production, (J) annual growth
rings
2 Structure of cork oak cell wall (Sitte model178); (T) ter-
tiary wall, (S) secondary wall, (W) waxes and suberin,
(P) primary wall, (M) medium lamella, (Po) pore
3 Debarking process [copyright Associac¸a˜o Portuguesa
da Cortic¸a (APCOR), 2002]
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sections of cork under the microscope and reveal its
cellular structure.1,20 Cork was observed by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM)6 for the first time in 1987.
Cork may be described as a homogeneous tissue of
thin-walled cells, regularly arranged without intercel-
lular space. Cork reveals an alveolar structure, analo-
gous to that of a honeycomb,26 with no empty spaces
between contiguous cells, which are therefore closed
units4,6,15,24,25 (Figs. 5 and 6). Because the lateral cell
walls (parallel to the radial direction) are randomly
oriented, cork can be considered, in a first approxi-
mation, as a transversally isotropic material, implying
that all directions perpendicular to the radial direction
(i.e. the axial and tangential directions) are nearly
equivalent.1,27
The cells can be described as rectangular prisms,
packed base-to-base in columns parallel to the radial
direction of the tree (Fig. 6). The minuscule alveoli are
compactly arranged, and their dimensions are so minute
that the number of cells can vary significantly from cork
to cork4 (Table 1). Cork always contains lenticular
channels, which run radially. These channels are
approximately cylindrical and therefore do not destroy
the cylindrical symmetry in the radial direction. The
lenticular channels are usually hollow; their volume
fraction varies considerably with cork type and is closely
related to its industrial quality.15,25
SEM observation of cork showed that, in a radial
section, cork cells appear as 4- to 9-sided polygons
(Fig. 7a) (heptagonal, hexagonal and pentagonal cells
are the most frequent statistically).4,6 Three cell walls
5 Schematic representation of cork cells; a radial sec-
tion: l, prism base edge; d, wall thickness; b tangen-
tial/axial section (perpendicular to radial direction): h,
prism height; detail of cellular structure walls of cork
showing its main components
6 Schematic representation of cellular disposition in
cork growing section; arrows indicate names of the
three sections and corresponding directions in cork
planks
4 Qualitative classification of reproduction ‘amadia’ as a
function of cork plank thickness or calibre (expressed
as ‘linhas’) after boiling; one ‘linha’ corresponds to
2.2561022 m
a radial section; b tangential section
7 SEM micrograph of natural cork (after boiling)
Table 1 Cell dimensions of cork cells during different
growing periods6
Cell dimensions Early cork Late cork
Prism height, mm 30–40 y10
Prism base edge, mm 13–15
Average base, cm2 4–661026
Wall thickness, mm 1–1.5 y2
Number of cells/cm3 4–76107 10–206107
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meet at each vertex of the network and triangular forms
are very rare.4,15,25,27
Axial and tangential sections show a structure that
resembles a brick wall (Fig. 7b). Again, generally three
edges meet at each vertex, although occasionally meet-
ings of four edges are observed. The cells are arranged in
rows parallel to the radial direction. In spite of the
rectangular appearance, topologically the number of
sides (and vertices) is not always four; in fact, the
average number of sides reported is six.27
To ensure that these micrographs are representative of
the real morphology of cork cells (i.e. that the cells in
Figs. 7 and 8 have not been artificially expanded by
internal gas pressure in the low-pressure SEM), the
present authors have performed similar observations in
an environmental SEM (ESEM) apparatus, at pressures
much higher than those employed in conventional SEM.
The morphology of cork was exactly the same, as were
the dimensions of the cells. Moreover, the cork cells
have rigid walls with an estimated28 compressive
modulus of y9 GPa, a value high enough to avoid
such artificial expansion.
An important characteristic of prismatic cork cells is
that their lateral faces are corrugated (Fig. 8), with two
or three complete corrugations per cell.24,29 This
corrugation can be irregular: the walls of cells range
from almost straight to heavily corrugated, and some
are even collapsed. The bases of cork cells are also
undulated, but complete corrugations are not generally
reported. These corrugations of the lateral cell walls
probably result from compression during cell and bark
growth.21,25,29,30
During the different periods of cork tree growth, the
cells are heavily corrugated and, at the beginning of the
growth layer, collapse against the last cells produced in
the previous growing season. These late cork cells, with
their thicker cell walls and reduced prism height, show
much less corrugation and are likely to be more rigid.
Therefore, the average dimensions of cork cells depend
appreciably on the season in which they were formed.
These values are outlined in Table 1.
The anisotropy of cork’s cellular structure implies that
its properties will also be anisotropic.24 Cork cells are
closed and hollow, containing in their interior a gas,
presumably similar to air, that plays an important role
in their properties. Cork’s structure leads to a very low
specific weight; it lengthens easily under stress and
shortens when compressed,30 inducing the characteristic
mechanical properties10 discussed below.
Density
The density of cork can vary within wide limits,
depending mostly on its age (virgin or reproduction)
and treatment (natural or boiled).21 Density can vary by
as much as a factor of 2 (120–240 kg m23). The factors
that affect density have been widely discussed.29 Since
the density of the cell wall materials is believed to be
fairly constant, the global density variations must be
related to the cell dimensions (height and wall thick-
ness), cell wall corrugation, and/or the volume fraction
of lenticular channels. High densities correspond to
thick and heavily corrugated walls and a low incidence
of lenticular channels.21,24,29,30
Variations of density within a cork board are
expected, in view of the variations of cell wall thickness
and corrugations within a growth ring. Boiling cork
reduces the corrugation of the cells walls, leading to a
decrease in density.5,24,29 An increase of approximately
10–15% is observed in the radial direction and 5–7% in
the axial and tangential directions, i.e. y30% volume
increase.21,25
The macroscopic porosity of cork, the main indicator
of quality, corresponds to the prevalence of lenticular
channels that cross cork planks radially.14,16,17 There is a
large variation of porosity between different trees, as
well as in early and late cork. The total porosity of the
cork plank decreases by approximately half as a
consequence of the boiling process, the expansion during
boiling inducing the formation of larger pores.21 The
technological quality of cork planks is generally
improved by boiling, owing to the higher uniformity
induced, allowing them to be flattened and improving
their workability.13,19
Cells formed during spring are taller, with thinner
walls; therefore autumn cells are denser. Thin planks are
denser than thicker ones, owing to their lower porosity,
lower number of cells per annual growth ring and lower
cell prism height.27 The volume fraction of lenticular
channels29,31 can influence density by a factor of 1.4. The
density of the cell walls had been estimated24 as
1200 kg m–3 on the basis of their chemical composition.
Chemical composition
The chemical constitution of cork has been widely
examined1,10,11,13,20,24,32–36 and found to depend on
factors such as geographic origin, climate and soil
conditions, genetic origin, tree dimensions, age (virgin or
reproduction) and growth conditions. Cork from
Quercus suber L. has peculiar properties such as high
elasticity and low permeability; these result, at least
partially, from its specific chemical composition (and
more especially from that of suberin).20,32,34–36
The cellular structure of cork wall consists of a thin,
lignin rich middle lamella (internal primary wall), a thick
secondary wall made up from alternating suberin and
wax lamella and a thin tertiary wall of polysaccharides
(Figs. 2 and 5). Some studies suggest that the secondary
wall is lignified and therefore may not consist exclusively
of suberin and waxes.37 Of these cell wall components,
suberin is the most abundant (approximately 40%),
lignin corresponds to 22%, polysaccharides to 18% and
extractables to 15%.20,32,34–37
Table 2 summarises the compositions reported in the
literature.1,10,13,35,38 It can be seen that there are
8 SEM micrographs of tangential section showing corru-
gations of natural cork cells walls (after boiling)
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differences in composition associated with cork forma-
tion. Virgin cork contains, on average, more suberin
than cork regenerated after the initial extraction. The
virgin cork also has a higher extractable content (more
waxes and fats).35 The question thus arises of the role of
suberin and waxes in the cork cell wall and the factors
influencing their biogenesis.39
The decrease in suberin and wax content in regener-
ated cork may be related to a decrease in the thickness of
the secondary wall, since these components comprise
alternate layers in the secondary wall of cork cells.35,40
More research will be necessary to confirm this
hypothesis. It should also be noted that the reproduction
samples studied were obtained from trees on which the
number of cork extractions already made was not
known; very probably, the number differed from sample
to sample. A relation between chemical composition and
number of cork extractions might therefore explain the
variations observed. Soil and climate conditions will also
influence the biogenesis of the individual cork compo-
nents and further studies on trees grown in different
environments are recommended.35,40,41
Suberin
The structure of suberin in cork is not yet fully
understood. It has been proposed that suberin consists
of a polyester structure composed of long chain fatty
acids, hydroxy fatty and phenolic acids, linked by
ester groups.32,35–40 To date, only a model of the
suberin chemical structure has been proposed in the
literature.36,39 The precursors for suberin and the
proposed structure are shown in Tables 3, 4 and Fig. 9.
Several wet chemical techniques (alkaline hydrolysis,
alcoholysis, trans-esterification/reduction) have been
used to depolymerise suberin by cleavage of the ester
bonds, for analysis of its monomeric subunits.32,34–40
Some workers11,37,38 have detected the cork suberin ester
and/or ether monomers (e.g. alkanoic acids 3.3%; a,v¯-
diacids 10.1%; v¯-hydroxyacids 48.1%; alkanols 1.8%;
9,10-epoxy-18-hydroxyoctadecanoic acid 5.8%; 9,10-
epoxyoctadecanodioic acid 3.6%; 9,10,18-trihydroxyoc-
tadecanoic acid, 10.4%; 9,10-dihydroxyoctadecanedioic
6.8%; ferulic acid 4.5% and glycerol 14.3%). More
recently, other techniques,11,37 e.g. thermally assisted
trans-methylation using gas chromatography–mass
spectrometry (GC–MS), Fourier transformed IR spec-
troscopy (FTIR) and solid state nuclear magnetic
resonance (13C-NMR), have been used to characterise
aliphatic and phenolic suberin precursors; the results
are in agreement with those reported previously.42,43
On the basis of this information, an improved model
is proposed in this study for the suberin structure
(Fig. 9).
If it is accepted that suberose tissue contains both
poly(aliphatic) and poly(phenolic) domains, and that the
latter is not lignin, then the term suberin must be used
judiciously and specifically in reference to a macro-
molecule containing both, as is the case in cork.36,39
Enzymatic methods44 have been used to isolate
polymeric suberin from the bark of Quercus suber L.
Table 2 Differences in results of quantitative analysis of cork chemical composition
Component
Virgin cork Reproduction cork (amadia)
Caldas
(1986)13
Pereira
(1981)35
Gil
(1998)1
Caldas
(1986)13
Pereira
(1981)35
Parameswaran
(1981)13*
Holloway
(1972)38
Carvalho
(1968)13*
Suberin 45 45 42 48 33.5 33 37 50
Lignin 27 21 21.5 29 26 13 14.8 19
Polysaccharides
(cellulose and hemicellulose)
12 13 16 12 25 6 13
Extractables 10 19 13 8.5 13 24 15.8 15
Ash 5 1.2 2.1 2.5 … 3
Others … 0.8 7 … … 6 … …
*Referenced by Caldas et al.13
9 Schematic structure proposed for cork suberin
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This was achieved by solvent extraction (dichloro-
methane, ethanol and water), followed by a step-by-
step enzymatic treatment with cellulase, hemicellulase
and pectinase, and a final extraction with dioxane/water.
The progress of suberin isolation was monitored by IR
spectroscopy using a photoacoustic cell and charac-
terised by solid state and liquid state NMR. The
results45 showed that polymeric suberin is an aliphatic
polyester of saturated and unsaturated fatty acids, with
an average molecular weight of 2050 g mol–1. Although
this fraction represents only 10% of the whole suberin of
cork, its polymeric nature gives valuable information
about the native form of the polymer.
Few thermal characterisation studies of suberin have
been conducted. Using polarised light microscopy with
heating and cooling procedures, Cordeiro and cow-
orkers45,46 observed a typical birefringence image at
room temperature of a suberin sample (obtained by an
Table 3 Aliphatic precursors of suberin tissues
(a)
(b)
(a) 1-Alkanols
(b) Glycerol
Alkanoic acids
v-Hydroxyalkanoic acids
a,v-Alkandioic acids
9(10), v-Dihydroxyalkanoic acid
9(10)-Dihydroxyalkanoic acid
9,10,18-Trihydroxyalkanoic acid
9,10-Dihydroxy-a,v-alkanoic acid
9,10-Epoxy-v-hydroxyalkanoic acid
9,10-Epoxy-a,v-alkandioic acid
Ferulates
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isolation procedure). An important contribution from
microcrystalline phases was reported. Heating progres-
sively reduced the birefringence until, at around 50uC,
the field became completely black, confirming the
interpretation of the melting behaviour proposed
inferred from differential scanning calorimetry (DSC).47
A more quantitative study47 of the melting of suberin
followed the loss of birefringence of a specimen, cooled
to 220uC, during heating at 5 K min–1. After complete
melting, the sample was cooled at the same rate. The
reversibility of the melting phenomenon observed
confirmed the high mobility of the molecules involved
in these phase changes. The temperature range of this
melting–recrystallisation cycle was .50 K, correspond-
ing to the wide endothermic peak in the DSC thermo-
grams obtained by Cordeiro and coworkers.46,47 These
observations strongly suggest that suberin samples
consist of a wide distribution of molecular species, as
proposed in the literature.47
The crystalline character of suberin structures appears
not to have been studied; only a mention,39 without
comment, of the ‘melting range’ of different suberin
fractions has been found in the literature. It was
reported that the isolated molecules assemble to give
ordered structures, recalling the behaviour of paraffins.
However, the presence of –OH side groups that may
favour further intermolecular organisation through
hydrogen bonding has also been reported.45 The
composition of the aromatic fractions of cork suberin
also remains to be completely elucidated. The structure
of the phenolic component displays features similar to
those of lignins.16,17,39,48
Lignin
Although several attempts have been made to extract
and characterise cork lignin, its structure has not been
fully established. The differentiation between lignin and
the aromatic component of suberin had been difficult to
establish. A model has been proposed1,34,35 in which the
lignin/cellulosic matrix bonds to the aromatic domain of
suberin, as shown in Fig. 10. The bonding occurs
through the dicarboxylic acid and hydroxyl acids and
the waxes interact with the aliphatic zone of the suberin
polymer. More recent studies of this interaction45,49
appear to support this model. These studies, performed
using solid 13C-NMR spectroscopy, showed that the
aliphatic portion of suberin is separated from the
polysaccharides and lignin, and that the ester bonds of
suberin are linked to the lignocellulosic matrix.37,42,45
In other studies,50,51 hydrolysis of ester bonds between
lignin and suberin in reproduction cork samples has
been carried out. The samples were treated with sodium
methylene in methanol and the residual cork was treated
using the Bjorkman procedure to yield a saponified
milled cork lignin, which, based on the results of
analytical pyrolysis, was claimed to be similar to soft
milled lignin from wood. The latter material has been
widely studied and serves as a reference for cork.52
Wood lignin and cork lignin were studied using 13C-
NMR spectroscopy and GC–MS.52,53 Wood lignin can
be severely reticulated and this feature is reflected in the
broad resonances of its single NMR pulse spectrum.43
Nevertheless, lignins from both cork and wood are of
the guaiacyl-type; the spectral differences may be
because of differences in the substructures of the
guaiacyl units. The MS/NMR spectra are therefore
sensitive to the molecular dynamics and chemical
structure of ligno-cellulosic materials. Tentative assign-
ments of cork signals based on the chemical shifts
observed in solution state NMR spectroscopy of isolated
cork components (relative to wood components) have
been used to propose a chemical composition for cork
lignin.37,45,54 For comparison, the model of Gil for the
chemical structure of lignin1 is presented in Fig. 11.
Oxidation has potential to increase the commercial
value of lignin.37,52,53 Lignosulfonates have found
applications in food products, serving as emulsifiers in
animal feed and as raw materials in the production of
vanillin;37,55 alkaline oxidation of wood or cork lignin
Table 4 Phenolic precursors of suberose tissues
R15R25H, p-Coumaric acid R15R25H, p-Coumaryl alcohol R15H, p-Coumaroyltyramine
R15OH, R25H, Caffeic acid R15OCH3, R25H, Coniferyl alcohol R15OCH3, Feruloyltyramine
R15OCH3, R25H, Ferulic acid R15R25OCH3, Synapyl alcohol
R15R25OCH3, Sinapic acid
10 Model, proposed by Kolattukudy,179 of linkage
between lignin/cellulosic matrix and phenolic domain
of suberin in cork cell walls
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produces vanillin and vanillic acid.55 Vanillin is widely
used as an ingredient in food flavours, in pharmaceu-
ticals and as a fragrance in perfumes and odour-masking
products.55
Polysaccharides
Besides the principal macromolecular constituents,
suberin and lignin, other components present at
lower concentrations exert an important influence on
the chemical and physical properties of cork. These
constituents are compounds with low molecular weight,
mainly polysaccharides, waxes and tannins (Table 5).
Cork has a non-negligible yield of polysaccharides but
these are one of the less studied components: their
percentage may vary from tree to tree and the
concentration detected is dependent on the analytical
method employed; therefore the results in the literature
show considerable variation.
The polysaccharides give structural rigidity to the
cork cell, preventing the cells from collapse.20
Polysaccharides in cork are cellulose (homopolymer)
and hemicellulose (heteropolymer).50,51 The degree of
polymerisation is also quite different (respectively
1000 and 100–200) and hemicellulose consists of
11 Model of chemical structure of lignin in Quercus suber L
Table 5 Low molecular weight components of cork
Component
Pereira10
Gil and Moiteiro78 Natividade31Virgin Amadia
Polysaccharides, % 11–16 25–30 12–20 22
Waxes, %
17–20 13–14
3.5–7.9 2
Tannins, % 6–7 1
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branched chains.56 The polysaccharides consist of
a sequence of low molecular weight chains
or monomers (Table 6) connected by glycoside
linkages.
Generally, hemicellulose and cellulose extraction are
performed by hydrolysis methods (alkaline, acid or
enzymatic), followed by solvent extraction.57–60
Polysaccharides are considered the most heat-sensitive
components of cork.61 Other important analytical
methods for these components are NMR and chroma-
tography.50,51,56,62
Several important studies give generic information on
cork polysaccharides,50 and more specifically on hemi-
celluloses.63–65 Pereira,10 after hydrolysis and alditol
acetate derivatisation, divided the monosaccharides that
compose the carbohydrates of cork into glucose (50.6%),
xylose (35.0%), arabinose (7.0%), galactose (3.6%)
and mannose (3.4%). A different polysaccharide com-
position was reported by Asensio50,51 using acid hydro-
lysis: 68.8% of glucose, 20.7% of xylose and small
amounts of arabinose, mannose and galactose (respec-
tively 5.52%, 3.52% and 1.83%). Cellulose is composed
of glucose with b(1R4)-D-glucopyranosyl stereochem-
istry (Fig. 12).
Asensio50,51 identified hemicellulose A, B-1 and
B-2. Hemicellulose A is a xylan having b(1R4)-
glycosidic linkage, 4-O-methyl-glucuronoxylan.65 Hemi-
cellulose B-1 contains xylose, 4-O-methylglucuronic
acid, arabinose, galactose, mannose and glucose.63
Finally, hemicellulose B-2 is composed of xylose,
arabinose, glucose, galactose, 4-O-methylglucuronic
acid and rhamnose.64
It is also possible to evaluate the polysaccharide
composition by means of enzymatic hydrolysis, which
gives different results: 63.9% of glucose, 7.7% of xylose,
3.1% of arabinose, 8.3% of mannose and 17.0% of
galactose.50,51
An important conclusion from Pereira’s work,20
emphasised by Conde et al.,66 is that in cork, cellulose
does not have the same importance as in other wood and
barks. In cork, part of its role is played by hemicellulose,
particularly xylans.
Extractable components
Cork stoppers are used for wine bottles because of their
impermeability to liquids and air (preventing wine
oxidation), compressibility, resilience and chemical inert-
ness.67,68 Cork possesses some ‘free’ components, not
chemically linked to the main structure and thus easily
extractable with solvents.68 Some of these components are
responsible for the organoleptic properties of wine.61,69–75
This effect has been confirmed by Mazzoleni et al.,73 who
found concentrations of phenolic compounds that
exceeded the flavour threshold.
The two most important of these components are
waxes and tannins (or more correctly phenolic com-
pounds).34 Waxes are extracted by non-polar or low
polarity solvents, such as benzene, chloroform, ethyl
acetate,76 hexane77,78 and ether.10 On the other hand,
tannins are extracted by polar solvents such as water79
and ethanol.77 The yields of these two components also
depend strongly on the nature of the cork (virgin or
reproduction) and considerable variation is found in the
literature. Much work has still to be performed on
characterisation of these two families. Supercritical fluid
extraction has become an important tool80–84 in this
respect and presents advantages over conventional
extraction processes.85 The main advantages claimed80
are: the higher purity of extracted compounds and the
use of a thermally non-aggressive and non-toxic
technology, thereby avoiding degradation of these
components.83,86 Supercritical fluids may also be used
Table 6 Polysaccharide repetitive monomers
Glucose Mannose
Xylose Galactose
Arabinose Rhamnose
Methylglucuronic acid
12 Cellulose structure
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to extract lignin,81,87 if a correct co-solvent is used, and
to transport and introduce desirable components such as
preservatives.88,89
Phenolic compounds
Phenolic compounds are solvent extractable compo-
nents of low molecular weight. Besides phenolic acids or
phenolic compounds, this family also includes the
chemical families of flavonoids and tannins.
After ether extraction of cork, Conde et al.75 found
mostly ellagic acid, but also detectable quantities of
gallic acid, protocatechuic acid/aldehyde, aesculetin,
vanillic acid, caffeic acid, vanillin, scopoletin, ferulic
acid, coniferaldehyde and sinapaldehyde (the most
representative are listed in Table 7).
Some authors10,31,78 have described flavonoids, alka-
loids, phenolic and polyphenolic compounds in one
main group: tannins. More recently,73,80,90,91 these
chemical groups have been differentiated, particularly
in terms of their potential biological activity.
An ethanolic solution was used by Mazzoleni et al.73 to
extract the phenolic compounds from powdered cork.
Benzoic acid, cinnamic acid derivatives, vanillin, syrin-
galdehyde and acetovanillone were identified, but also
caffeic, p-coumaric acid, 4-hydroxybenzoic and ferulic
acid, depending on the storage and boiling conditions.
Varea et al.,61 using an ethanolic solution for cork
stopper maceration, also showed the important presence
of ellagic acid and smaller quantities of gallic acid,
protocatechuic acid, caffeic acid, vanillin and ferulic
acid.
Tannins may be monomeric or polymeric and can be
divided into condensed and hydrolysable tannins
(Table 7). After methanolic extraction of cork for
24 h, Conde et al.66 observed polymeric structures
extracted from cork: roburins A and E, grandini,
vescalagin and castalagin (some are shown in Table 8).
Waxes
Waxes are considered responsible for the impermeability
of cork.92,93 They are composed of very diverse aliphatic
Table 7 Some monomeric phenolic structures present in
cork
Epicatechin Catechin
Cyanidin
Gallic acid Protocatechuic acid
Vanillic acid Ferulic acid
Ellagic acid
Cinnamic acid Benzoic acid
Syringaldehyde Acetovanillone
p-Coumaric acid
Table 8 Some polyphenolic structures present in cork
Vescalagin
Castalagin
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and aromatic compounds. Aliphatics are long chain
compounds such as n-alkanes, fatty acids, fatty alcohols,
glycerol and some triglycerides. About 50% of the waxes
are triterpenes from the friedelin and lupine families.92–94
Castola et al.,94 using dichloromethane, extracted
friedelin, 3-a-hydroxyfriedelan-2-one, betulin, betulinic
acid, b-sitosterol and sitost-4-en-3-one (Table 9).
Chloroform extraction was used by Conde and
colleagues95,96 to evaluate the wax composition in
different Spanish corks, throughout industrial proces-
sing. The waxes extracted were found to consist of two
fractions: neutral and acidic. The neutral fraction was
mostly composed of fatty alcohols (C18–C26) with a
few unsaturated groups and triterpenes. The acid
fraction was essentially composed of fatty acids (C14–
C24) with important unsaturated components, e.g.
v-hydroxyacids,18-hydroxy-9,12-octadienoic and 18-
hydroxy-9-octadecenoic acids. The expected composi-
tional variability of waxes from different provenances
was clearly shown95 but there were also significant
changes in wax composition during industrial proces-
sing,96 particularly in the period after boiling.
Cork properties
Mechanical properties
The nomenclature used for directions and sections in
cork is that generally used in the description of wood.97
Following the nomenclature used in literature and in
the section ‘Microscopic morphology’ above, they will
be referred to below as radial (R) or non-radial (NR),
the latter corresponding to the tangential or axial
direction.
Cork presents rather particular mechanical properties.
The compression curve (stress–strain) exhibits three
regions, related to the three mechanisms responsible
for the properties of flexible cellular materials1,24,97
(Fig. 13). The first region, up to about 7% strain,
corresponds to elastic bending of the cell walls; the
second is an almost horizontal plateau, which extends to
about 70% strain, caused by progressive buckling of the
cell walls; finally, crushing of the cell walls and the
complete collapse of the cells cause the curve to rise
steeply.24,98,99 The collapse stress and strain for cork,
corresponding to the end of the plateau regime, are
summarised in Table 10.
The staggered and random arrangement of cell
bases6,24 and the corrugation of lateral cell walls
influence the Poisson coefficient (n), which provides
some of cork’s most interesting properties that lead to its
diverse applications.100,101 When cork is compressed
in the radial direction, the cell walls fold and pack due
to the corrugations, the amplitude of corrugations
increases and the cell bases perpendicular to the R
direction align. Both these effects cause a small
expansion in the NR direction, which results in a small
positive value for n. When the compression is in the NR
direction, the lateral cell walls bend, straighten and, at
high strains, invert the undulation pattern, which leads
to shrinkage in the R direction and hence to a negative
Poisson ratio at high strains.100
Cork planks have different thicknesses (as a result of
differences in cork growth rate). Calibre, i.e. thickness of
the planks, has an important effect on mechanical
properties.102,103 In compression, higher calibres have
lower compression strength and modulus.102 Young’s
modulus values obtained for cork of different calibre in
compression parallel to each of the three principal
directions are reported in Table 11.102 The higher
strength and modulus could be because of the larger
proportion of late cork cells in thin planks, since
these cells have higher mechanical strength (due
to their higher thickness and reduced degree of
corrugation).
The lower strength in compression in all three
principal directions and lower Young’s modulus of cork
with higher calibre can largely be accounted for by
differences in cell dimensions and in the corrugation
pattern; in the tangential and axial directions, the effect
Table 9 Some triterpene structures present in cork
Friedelin 3-a-Hydroxyfriedelan-2-one
Betulin Betulinic acid
b-Sitosterol Sitost-4-en-3-one
13 Typical compressive stress–strain curve for cork24,28
(reprinted from Ref. 28)
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of pores should also be included in compression
models.27
Heat treatment in air affects the compression proper-
ties of reproduction cork. Rosa and Fortes104 reported
that treatment at 100–300uC considerably reduced the
strength of cork. After heating at 200uC, the Young’s
modulus decreased by a factor of about 3, and after
heating at 300uC, by a factor of 15. The specific Young’s
modulus (modulus/density) also decreased, by a factor
of 5–10 at 300uC.
Heated to 100–150uC for 1 day, is reported to increase
compression strength as a result of water loss. Longer
treatments (1–14 days) at the same temperature produce
a decrease in the compression strength, presumably
related to thermomechanical degradation.105
Heat treatment with water (the industrial process of
‘boiling’106) also affects the mechanical properties of
cork. Water absorption during boiling softens the cell
walls, while pressure differences between adjacent cells
induce tensile stresses sufficient to straighten the
walls.107 This causes three main changes in mechanical
properties: reduction in strength and in anisotropy
(particularly in the elastic region) and the appearance
of a sharper yield point during compression in the R
direction. The last effect is strongly related to the
reduction in the amplitude of corrugations, since with
higher amplitudes, the yield transition becomes less
sharp and the plateau region less well defined.
Average tensile stress–strain curves are shown in
Fig. 14;97 the properties obtained are summarised in
Table 10. The curves for the two NR directions (A and
T) are quite different from that for the R direction,
which shows an intermediate region with serrations.
This intermediate region has been explained in terms of
the appearance of successive microcracks that propagate
across only a few surrounding cells before growth is
arrested.97
In general, cork exhibits different behaviour in tension
and in compression. Rosa and Fortes97 reported that the
Young’s modulus in compression is appreciably smaller
than that in tension. The larger modulus in tension can
be explained in terms of the stiffness of undulated plates
(cell walls), which increases as the amplitude of the
undulations decreases: compression increases the ampli-
tude, whereas tension decreases it.1,97
Physical properties
The study of properties other than mechanical has not
been extensive, although they are clearly important for
many current applications of cork. Most published work
Table 10 General mechanical properties of cork
Property Value Ref.
Compressive modulus, natural cork, unboiled, MPa 8–20 (R) 105, 107, 111
13–15 (NR) 107
Compressive modulus, boiled, MPa 6 (R) 107
8–9 (NR) 107
Compressive modulus, heat treated at 100uC, 28 days, MPa 11 (R) 105
11 (NR) 105
Compressive modulus, heat treated at 150uC, 28 days, MPa 15 (R) 105
14 (NR) 105
Tensile modulus, boiled, MPa 38 (R) 97
24–26 (NR) 97
Collapse (buckling) stress, boiled, MPa 0.75–0.8 (R) 24, 111
0.6–0.7 (NR) 24, 111
Collapse (buckling) strain, % 4 (R) 24
6 (NR) 24
Fracture stress under tension, MPa 1.0 (R) 24
1.1 (NR) 24
Fracture strain under tension, % 5 (R) 24
9 (NR) 24
Fracture toughness, boiled, MPa m1/2 60–130 97
Poisson’s ratio, boiled 0–0.097 (nR/NR) 24, 100
0–0.064 (nNR/R) 24, 100
0.26–0.5 (nNR/NR) 24, 100
Loss coefficient at 0.01 Hz 0.1–0.3 24, 78
R, measured in radial direction; NR, measured in non-radial directions.
Table 11 Young’s modulus values obtained in compre-
ssion moulding parallel to each of three
principal directions for cork of different calibre
(after boiling)102
Cork calibre
E, MPa
Radial Axial Tangential
Small 11.5¡1.0 10.9¡0.6 8.6¡0.7
Medium 13.2¡0.7 12.0¡1.5 9.6¡1.4
Large 9.9¡0.4 9.2¡0.5 7.9¡1.3
14 Stress–strain curves in tensile tests for cork, in all
directions: T, tangential; A, axial; R, radial97
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refers to the insulation properties, water impermeability
and, more recently, surface and dielectric properties.
Physical properties reported in the literature are
compiled in Table 12.
Gomes et al.108 were the first to measure contact
angles and surface properties of cork. They found that n-
alkanes spread spontaneously on the surface with zero
contact angle. Owing to the anisotropy of cork surfaces,
the drops were slightly elongated in the R direction.
Cork showed a high affinity for non-polar liquids and a
very low polarity, comparable with those of fluorinated
polymers (around 75% of intermolecular interactions
arise from dispersion forces). Inverse gas chromatogra-
phy has also been applied to study the surface properties
of cork.32 The surface energy measured by this method
(Table 12) is much higher than that obtained by contact
angle measurements, due probably to the influence of
surface heterogeneity. Evaluation with polar probes
showed that the surface of cork is amphoteric, making it
compatible with both acidic and basic polymeric
functional groups.
The low density of cork is due mainly to the high gas
content of the small cells (typically 40 mm long, as
discussed above). Both gas content and cell size account
for the very poor heat transfer properties of cork. Heat
can be transmitted by conduction (which depends on the
amount of solid in the structure), convection (which is
significant only for high volumes of gas) and radiation
(which becomes less efficient with decrease in cell size).28
In cork, only conduction has importance for heat
transfer; even so, the thermal conductivity of the walls
will be only slightly higher than that of the gas in the
cells (Table 12).1
Similarly, sound transmission is very poor, owing to
the low density and high porosity of cork; most of the
incident sound waves are absorbed and transformed into
heat energy, which reduces reverberation.1 This is
especially significant for expanded corkboard (or black
agglomerate109), which will be discussed below.
The friction properties of cork and its high damping
capacity are important in many applications, including
shoe soles, stoppers and handles of tools.110 The friction
coefficient of a cork stopper (based on the force required
to extract it from the bottle) is around 0.5.105 As with
many other properties, the friction coefficient is aniso-
tropic, being higher for sliding in the tangential plane
than in those planes perpendicular to it; this anisotropy
becomes less pronounced for humid cork.111 The friction
behaviour of cork on other surfaces depends on the
adhesion (related to the contact area and friction
coefficient of the broken cell walls) and on the
deformation by bending of the cell walls (related to the
roughness of the counter-surface and to the bending
stiffness of the walls).111
The thermal transitions of cork have been studied by
a range of techniques, including dielectric, thermo-
mechanical and calorimetric analysis.110,112–114 When
submitted to static electrical fields, cork exhibits a
complex pattern of relaxation mechanisms.113 Cork
contains more than 3.5% absorbed and adsorbed water
at ambient relative humidity, which is likely to produce
important modifications in its physical properties.114–116
Thermally simulated discharging current (TSDC)
analysis has shown that at least three different mechan-
isms can be distinguished:112,113 (i) a low temperature
relaxation observed between 2100 and 250uC, which
was attributed to local motion arising from slightly
hindered internal rotation of polar groups in the
polymeric chains constituting the walls of the cork cells;
(ii) a relaxation mechanism which was attributed to a
glass transition like relaxation process; (iii) a higher
temperature mechanism observed at 30–80uC which is
probably because of the melting of waxes present in
cork.112,113 For all these reasons, and since it is a
dielectric material, cork is used as an electric insulator.
Dynamic mechanical analysis has been applied to
cork, with results similar to those reported above.110 A
complex relaxation was found, with maximum intensity
tan d aty20uC. This process has an activation energy of
approximately 140 kJ mol–1 and was attributed to a
glass-transition like process within a component of cork,
probably suberin. Annealing of cork specimens gave
higher stiffness and lower damping, thought to be
related to desorption of water molecules from the
cork structure. The dielectric properties of cork
were influenced to a greater extent by desorption of
Table 12 General properties of cork
Property Value Ref.
Friction coefficient, boiled 0.2–1.2 (cork/glass and cork/steel) 111
0.97 (cork/cork, R) 111
0.77 (cork/cork, NR) 111
0.76 (cork/glass, R) 111
0.35 (cork/glass, NR) 111
Density, kg m–3 120–180 (amadia) 29
160–240 (virgin) 29
Surface energy, dispersive component, mJ m–2 24–38 (40uC) 32, 108
41 (25uC) 171
Thermal conductivity, W m–1 K–1 0.045 (cork) 1
0.025 (air) 1
0.2 (cork cell walls) 1
Electrical conductivity, S m–1 1.2610210 (25uC) 100
1.67610213 (50uC) 100
Acoustic resistivity, kg m–2 s–1 1.26105 177
Specific heat, J kg–1 K–1 350 1
Thermal diffusivity, m2 s–1 161026 1
Water diffusion coefficient, m2 s–1 4610210 (NR) 1
1610211 (R) 1
R, measured in radial direction; NR, measured in non-radial directions.
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water, owing to the strong polar character of the water
molecules.110,113
Differential scanning calorimetric results (up to
100uC) only showed the presence of an endothermic
peak at 75–80uC, with an enthalpy of 5.5 J g–1.110 This
phase transition was assigned to the melting of waxes
present in cork, and seems to corroborate results found
using TSDC.110,113
Comparison with other foamed materials
It is of interest to compare the properties of cork
with those of other natural and synthetic foams.
Cork has a limited range of variation in properties,
owing to its defined morphology and structure (with
only minor variations, as described above). Therefore, it
is not possible to obtain the vast range of properties
possible with, for example, polyurethane (PU) or
polyethylene (PE) foams. Nonetheless, cork can com-
pete with the best synthetic materials in specific
applications.
The relatively poor mechanical properties limit the
engineering applications of cork. The materials
selection map in Fig. 15 plots specific modulus and
specific compressive strength (the best materials are
those located at the top right corner). Foams with rigid
cell walls (metals, ceramics) will obviously offer much
more resistance to mechanical loads than the undulated
walls of cork, presenting higher specific stiffness.
However, although lacking stiffness, cork cells are
strong and the specific strength of cork is as good as
any rigid synthetic foam. Globally, it presents mechan-
ical properties equivalent to those of flexible polymer
foams. For this reason, cork is useful in load bearing
applications only as a filler in other plastics/elastomers,
usually for providing good damping properties (see
below).
Cork appears to have more advantages when compar-
ing thermal conductivity and compressive strength
(Fig. 16). Its low thermal conductivity plus reasonable
compressive strength make it an excellent material for
thermal insulation where compressive loads are present.
The best materials on this map fall in the bottom right
corner, and cork performs similarly to synthetic rigid
polymer foams.
Natural cork applications
Cork’s unique combination of a high coefficient of friction,
resilience, high energy absorption, excellent insulation
properties and near-zero Poisson coefficient makes it the
optimum (or only) material for a variety of applications. In
addition, it is a natural and renewable product.
Cork has a wide range of traditional applications.
Natural cork stoppers remain the gold standard of cork
applications, having the highest added-value and largest
market. However, the fact that the byproducts of stopper
production are used in other applications should not be
overlooked. The main industrial applications of cork are
reviewed below. Many of the processes described are
generally known and used but appear not to have been
described in the scientific literature or in patents.
Natural cork stoppers
For several centuries, cork has proved to be the most
effective closure for wine, protecting its qualities and
allowing it to develop and improve over time. The
technology of stopping wine bottles with clean, unsealed
cork was perfected by Benedictine monks in the seventh
century.1,24 Then, in 1680, the first use of cork to seal
champagne by Don Pierre Pe´rignon started a revolution
in wine bottling.1,19,117 The impermeability of cork to
liquids and gases, derived from the fact that its closed
cell walls are made up mainly of suberin, and its high
compressibility and flexibility, make it ideal for sealing
bottles.1,19,117 Cork is recommended for bottles of
reserve wines and wines that need to age in the bottle.
Natural cork stoppers are punched direct from the best
quality cork bark.
After harvesting, the cork planks are stabilised by
storing for at least 6 months to oxidise the polyphenols
and stabilise the cork texture. The stabilised planks are
boiled in clean water for at least an hour to make them
more pliable and to fully expand the lenticels. The gas in
the cells expands to create a very tight, uniform cell
structure. Boiling causes the cork to increase in volume
and become flatter and smoother; at the same time, the
microflora population is significantly reduced. Many
manufacturers use complementary procedures to
improve cleanliness,118 e.g. an autoclave process with
water to wash planks for champagne stoppers.119
15 Materials selection chart comparing specific compres-
sive strength (s/r) with specific modulus (E/r)
(adapted from Ref. 28)
16 Materials selection chart comparing thermal conduc-
tivity with compressive strength (s) (adapted from
Ref. 28)
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After boiling, the planks are dried and stored at
controlled humidity and temperature for some weeks
then sorted by thickness and quality (dependent on
porosity and level of structural defects). After this
‘resting’ period, the stoppers are punched (manually or
automatically) and the remaining material sorted and
classified for use as agglomerate stoppers, discs or
agglomerated products.1,19 The best seal is obtained
when the axis of the stopper is parallel to the prism axis
of the cork cells, so that the circular symmetry of the
cork and its properties are used to best advantage.28
Each raw cork stopper is cut to size, polished and
graded.120 Wine corks are graded in up to seven
categories.19,121 The final quality depends on the raw
material and the processes adopted by the manufacturer.
All natural cork stoppers are cylindrical in shape.
The selected stoppers undergo washing and disinfec-
tion,122 most commonly by washing in an aqueous
solution of hydrogen peroxide. More recently, micro-
wave123,124 or ozone disinfection techniques have been
applied to avoid contamination arising from the
presence of primers.125
Various approaches have been adopted to avoid
unpleasant aromas that could change the sensory
characteristics of the wine. For example, new sterilisa-
tion processes have been developed that extract volatile
substances.126 Other systems applied in the industry,
such as the ROSA system,125 diminish significantly the
microbial load in natural or technical cork stoppers.
Supercritical fluid extraction is also employed.82 There is
no wholly efficient method, but these preventive
measures greatly reduce the occurrence of contaminated
batches of cork.
Next, the stoppers are dried in special stoves. When
the moisture level has been lowered and stabilised,
stopper performance is maximised and microbial con-
tamination minimised. Drying eliminates internal moist-
ure from the cork without changing or damaging the cell
structure, providing a further barrier to microbial
contamination. After a final selection, the cork stoppers
may be printed.
Before sale, quality control is typically performed for
size/density, humidity, tightness for gases and liquids
and microbiological tests.72 Finally, the stoppers are
automatically counted, sterilised with sulphur dioxide
gas and sealed in gas-barrier bags.
No other stopper combines cork’s inert nature,
impermeability, flexibility, sealing ability and resilience.
Being a natural product, cork is also environmentally
friendly, renewable and recyclable. The ‘breathability’
promoted by cork will also have a positive influence on
wine, similar to that achieved by oak wood aging.127,128
The alternatives to cork stoppers are synthetic
materials, synthetic stoppers and screw caps, but very
few studies have been carried out to assess the long term
non-toxic effects and other characteristics of these
materials.117,129,130 Synthetic stoppers are easier to
manufacture, cheaper and avoid contamination of wines
by cork components. On the other hand, toxic
compounds arising from the synthesis and processing
of the polymer may be released during storage. Screw
caps are easier to remove and the best choice for
situations where a corkscrew is inconvenient (airplanes,
small bottles, ‘take-away’, etc.); however aluminium is
not an inert material and may be attacked by the wine,
releasing metal ions.
Insulation corkboard
For insulation applications, agglomerates of granules of
cork, known as black agglomerates, are employed. They
are manufactured in a closed autoclave at high
temperature (approximately 300uC) and pressure
(around 40 kPa) without the use of adhesive.25,30 This
industrial process induces thermochemical degradation
of the cork cell wall,27 with prior expansion of these
granules, as discussed elsewhere.107 The degradation
byproducts act as natural adhesives between granules to
form the corkboard.27,53,104
It has been reported that suberin acts as the main
binding agent in insulation corkboard.53 The agglo-
meration of natural cork (Fig. 17) was discovered
accidentally in 1891 by an American life-guard and
manufacturer of lifejackets called John Smith.1
Such expanded black agglomerates are produced from
the lowest quality and residual corks, mainly from
winter virgin cork (from pruning and dead trees)
unsuitable for other applications or from cork wastes
and residues from other industrial processes.78,131,132 A
high impurity content impedes adhesion between the
cork particles by affecting the efficacy of the binding
agent in the agglomeration process.131
After forming, the blocks are transferred to a cooling
machine that injects recycled water (at close to 100uC)
for drying and stabilisation. Finally, they are cut to the
size and thickness desired. The off-cuts are re-granulated
and recycled.
In agglomeration, the cork cells expand by unfolding
the cell wall corrugations and by wall stretching, therefore
cell wall thickness decreases. At the junctions between
granules, cells are compressed and collapse. The expan-
sion results in an increase in cell volume of about 100%,
and the thermochemically degraded cell wall material is
responsible for the final dark appearance and the weight
loss (approximately 30% of the initial weight).25,78 This
weight loss can be explained on the basis that the amount
of extractable compounds decreases rapidly, together
with the rapid loss of polysaccharides that always occurs
at temperatures above 200uC. It is also known that
hemicelluloses have lower thermal stability than cellulose
and lignin, as confirmed by their degradation over the
range 180–360uC.27
The temperature and pressure applied lead to all
granules becoming covered by suberin and waxes that
can diffuse and deposit on the cork granule surfaces.
The hydrophobic character of these components
17 Some of different shapes of insulation corkboard and
regranulated ICB
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contributes to the black agglomerate’s low humidity
absorption and low diffusivity of water vapour.25,133
The properties of insulation corkboard are summarised
in Table 13.
An important advantage of insulation corkboard is its
resistance to chemical and biological agents.1 The
agglomerate reacts only in the presence of strong acid
solutions that disaggregate it; it also reacts weakly with
ethyl acetate, trichloroethylene and solutions of acetic
acid or ammonia at 10%.133
Insulation corkboard agglomerates have three princi-
pal applications:25 thermal insulation, acoustical absorp-
tion and vibration damping (Table 14). Corkboard
maintains its physical properties to lower temperatures
than other insulator materials (working temperature
range 2180 to 110uC)25 and under fire conditions does
not release toxic substances as may occur with
alternative materials such as polyurethane foams, or
extruded and expanded polystyrene.133
Thus cork agglomerates are suitable for diverse
construction applications, interior or exterior walls,
buildings and ceilings, to provide thermal and acoustic
insulation and sub-paving insulation to minimise trans-
mission of repercussion noises.133–135 Another advan-
tage of this agglomerate is the fact that it is a wholly
natural material (without chemical additives) and
reusable.
Other applications
During stopper production, a large amount of cork is
not used because it is unsuitable or is discarded during
production. This material is granulated and used in a
variety of applications, mainly for production of cork/
rubber composites, general purpose agglomerates136 and
agglomerates for wall137 and floor coverings.
For the production of agglomerates, cork granules are
mixed with a polymeric binder and compressed under
heat and pressure. The most important variables in this
processes are size and fraction of cork granules in the
mixture (as high as 90 wt-%), type of polymeric binder
(polyurethanes, phenol-formaldehyde resins, etc.) and
packing density. The resultant blocks are laminated,
shaped to final dimensions and finished. Articles such
as shoe soles,138 memoboards, gifts and panels are
produced in this way. The high coefficient of friction and
damping capacity of cork are important for applications
as shoe soles, while its ability to absorb energy during
impact makes the agglomerates suitable for mechanical
insulation of goods. Bulletin boards profit from the
collapse of cell walls during compression (therefore only
a small force is needed for indentation) and almost
complete recovery after pin removal.28
Agglomerates for decorative floor panels are made in
a similar way, but stiffer and stronger. This is usually
accomplished by changing the packing pressure or using
a different binder. In some cases, a protective polymeric
layer is employed to increase wear resistance. These
agglomerates can be employed alone or in multilayer
products139 (together with wooden high density fibre-
board, polymeric and adhesive layers). The most
important properties of cork for this application are its
high resilience and energy absorption, near zero
Poisson’s coefficient (for higher comfort during walking)
and high coefficient of friction.
Cork/rubber composites are produced by adding cork
granules to a rubber formulation; the mixture is then
compounded, vulcanised, shaped and finished. Almost
all types of rubber can be compounded with cork.140 The
main application for these composites is as gaskets141 for
automobiles and oil containers: besides being imper-
vious to liquids, the low Poisson ratio of cork means
that these gaskets do not suffer from excessive lateral
expansion.100
Future trends
To date, the cork industry and general public have
viewed cork mainly in terms of stoppers. However,
innovation is increasingly occurring in this traditional
industry.
Cork has specific properties (physical, chemical and
mechanical) that confer great potential for new applica-
tions. The increased interest in natural products has also
been an important factor in this change of attitude. For
example, cork has been chosen for some aerospace
application because of its thermal properties, slow burn
rate and shock absorption capacity.142
Table 13 Properties of insulation cork agglomerate25,133
Property Range of values
Density, kg m–3 100–130
Working temperature, K 97–383
Thermal conductivity (20uC), kJ m–1 s–1 K–1 4.161025
Specific heat (20uC), kJ kg–1 K–1 1.7–2.1
Thermal expansion coefficient 4061026
Permeability to steam, kg Pa–1 s–1 m–1 4.2610212 to 12610212
Tensile strength, MPa 0.05
Compressive strength at 10%, MPa 0.25
Bending tension*, kN m–2 1.661024
*Force for bending material with cross surface.
Table 14 Some properties of different types of corkboard agglomerate133
Type of insulation Density, kg m–3
Thermal conductivity at
20uC (61025 kJ m–1 s–1 K–1)
Permeability to water vapour
(610212 kg Pa–1 s–1 m–1)
Acoustical 80–100 3.7 8.3–21
Thermal 100–150 4.0–4.2 4.2–12
Anti-vibration 175–320 4.8–5.7 2.1–8.3
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Sorption capacity
Most cork companies consider cork powder as a waste
product and use it only as an energy source as a result of
its low economic value and high burning capacity.143
However, as biosorption (sorption of contaminants by
sorbents of natural origin) has gained in importance, the
good performance and low cost of cork as a complexing
material have become attractive.144,145
For instance, adsorptive removal of heavy metals in
waste water is usually achieved using activated carbon,
activated alumina or polymer resins, which are non-
regenerable and expensive materials.146 Thus, a need
does exist for low cost, effective, regenerable adsorbent
materials in this application. The fatty acid content of
cork makes it a promising biosorbent for heavy metal,
oils, etc. Such biosorbents must in general be selective
for specific contaminants and easily disposed of by
incineration.147 Biosorbants for wastewater treatment
must also be cheap, given the large volumes of effluent
involved.148 Studies have reported the advantages of
cork for the biosorption of heavy metals such as Cu(II),
Zn(II), Cr(VI) and Ni(II).145,146,149,150
At low concentrations, these chemical contaminants
are difficult to remove from aqueous solutions. The
more common removal techniques used,151 e.g. chemical
precipitation and reverse osmosis, become inefficient
when contaminants are present at trace concentrations.
The adsorption processes are one of the few alternatives
available and again cork presents good properties for
those applications.
Biosorption is expected to show strong future growth
because it offers high cost effectiveness; it is an emergent
technology and further improvements in both perfor-
mance and costs can be expected. Environmental
protection legislation is becoming increasingly impor-
tant and effective solutions will be at a premium.148
Activated carbon
Another new application is the transformation of cork
to activated carbon by physical and chemical activa-
tion.152–154 Activated carbons can be prepared from a
wide variety of natural and synthetic polymeric152 or
mineral155 materials (e.g. bentonites, diatomites or
zeolites).
The production of activated carbon from cork has
been the subject of only limited research.153,154 The
micropore volume, an important characteristic, was
found to be similar to that of current commercial
activated carbons (e.g. Takeda products156). These
preliminary studies revealed adsorption properties dif-
ferent from other activated carbons, which may be of
interest for novel filter applications. One such applica-
tion is for separation of natural gas components where
the high selectivity between small gas molecules of this
activated carbon would be advantageous.154
Figure 18a shows the structure of cork after carboni-
sation, Fig. 18b shows the same carbonised cork after
physical activation, and Fig. 18c shows the chemical
activation effect.152 The unusual chemical composition
and microstructure of cork may lead to activated
carbons with properties somewhat different from those
obtained from other common precursors. Further
extensive study on this point is clearly necessary.
Pharmacological potential
The biological activity of a molecular structure typically
derives from metal ion chelators, proton precipitating
agents and supporters of biological antioxidants. The
biological activities of natural products are of strong
current interest.
The pharmacological potential of cork lies in its low
molecular weight components, but to date, only its
friedelin and friedelin derivatives have been studied.157–
160 Friedelin and related compounds extracted from
other natural products have been studied76,78,157,161,162
and reported to show antioxidant, antistaminic, anti-
ulcer,159 anti-inflammatory86 or even anticancer
effects.80 Betulinic acid, a triterpene like friedelin has
been studied163 for prevention and treatment of cancer
and HIV infection. Separation and purification of these
extracted compounds is problematic, since not all are
important pharmaceutically.
Cork also contains sterols, flavonoids and simple
phenolic compounds. The biological activity of these
chemical families is well known. For example, sterols
may reduce cholesterol problems164–166 or influence
cancer proliferation.164,167 Flavonoids have been studied
for their cancer chemoprevention168 and also their
antioxidant activity.169,170
Currently, the antioxidant capacity of some cork
components appears attractive and of interest to the
food, cosmetic, plastics and pharmacological industries.
a cork carbonised at 800uC under nitrogen; b cork carbonised and physically activated to 64.5% burn-off; c chemical
activated cork
18 SEM micrographs of cork (reprinted from Ref. 152, 1999, with permission from Elsevier)
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They show potential in anticarcinogenic, antimutagenic,
antiallergenic and antiaging applications.79 Antioxidants
from natural products could be less expensive than
synthetic variants.79
Cork powder
Industrial transformation of cork generates up to 25 wt-%
of cork dust as byproduct.143,171 This dust has been
studied as a potential filler in hydroxypropyl cellulose
(HPC), a cellulose derived, biodegradable and renewable
material.171 Cork dust increased modulus and UTS, and
decreased elongation of the pure HPC. The properties
were optimal for a loading of 0.5%, due probably to a
better dispersion of the cork second phase. These results
demonstrate that cork and HPC are energetically
compatible.171 Another study consolidated cork dust
by the application of heat and pressure.143 The
consolidated material retains many of the properties of
cork (thermal and fire resistance, chemical stability and
low permeability) and presents improved mechanical
properties and impermeability to water. The compres-
sive modulus normal to the compaction direction
reached 0.76¡0.02 GPa (cf. values in Table 10); parallel
to the compaction direction, the modulus was lower
owing to bending in the cell walls during processing. The
slow heat diffusion through the powder meant that thick
samples were less well consolidated and had poorer
properties than thin ones. As a result (and because of the
gases originating from thermal decomposition), many
cracks and fissures were seen. Consolidated cork dust
may have interesting applications, since it bonds
strongly to ceramic powders and pinewood and can
compete with wood and polymers in price.143,172
Ecoceramics
Ecoceramics are receiving increasing attention.173 They
can be fabricated using renewable resources (wood,
cork) or waste materials (wood sawdust and cork dust),
are hard and strong, have porous structure and low
density, do not cause environmental pollution and are
cheap to manufacture.174,175
Pyrolysis of wood is used to form a carbonaceous
preform, a porous carbon material with a pipe-cell
microstructure similar to that of the natural precur-
sor.173 These structures are then infiltrated with oxides
and non-oxides that react to form a strong ceramic or
composite that can be used for applications including
filters and catalyst supports, automotive components,
tooling and wear components, porous ceramics for
aerospace systems, absorbents, humidity and tempera-
ture sensors, heat insulating materials and electromag-
netic shielding materials.175
Ecoceramics have been reported to show superior heat
resistance, friction and wear resistance, corrosion
resistance, damping properties, electrical properties
and electromagnetic shielding ability.174,175 They have
the benefits over traditional ceramics of lower processing
temperature (lower energy consumption), a wide variety
of microstructures that can be obtained using different
types of wood or cork, and a low-cost starting material
that has near-net and complex shape capabilities.
Most of the published work173–176 refers to wood as a
precursor, but cork is a promising alternative. The
structures and size of the pores in cork is dependent on
source and pretreatment, and thus could be controlled
to obtain ceramics with different morphologies and
properties.
Final remarks
Cork has a remarkable combination of mechanical,
chemical and morphological characteristics. This natural
organic material continues to be widely used. It has
evolved from simple, direct usage of the raw material,
through products involving some industrial transforma-
tion to the point where it now represents a potential
source material for high technology industries (pharma-
ceutical, ceramic, etc.).
This evolution has been supported and facilitated by
the use of increasingly complex characterisation techni-
ques that set the foundations for a realisation of the full
potential of cork. From the initial microscopic observa-
tions of Hooke, cork has been the subject of diverse
mechanical, physical, chemical and morphological char-
acterisation, lately including thermally stimulated dis-
charge current analysis, nuclear magnetic resonance and
gas chromatography–mass spectroscopy.
Cork is resilient, strong (high specific strength),
impervious to water, has a near zero Poisson coefficient,
very low thermal conductivity, low density and a
complex chemical structure. This combination of
properties provides cork with characteristics hard to
match with other materials: excellent sealing ability and
ease of removal, thermal comfort and damping for
walking, thermal insulation at very low temperatures,
among others.
Cork has proved to be a highly adaptable material,
giving rise to products of low and high incorporated
technology. The continuing interest, the increasingly
detailed characterisation and society’s growing require-
ments for natural, renewable and sustainable raw
materials will create novel market areas. In the research
field, chemical characterisation and some physical
properties still pose challenges and a significant con-
tribution can be anticipated in areas of concern to the
development of novel applications for cork and cork
incorporating products.
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